S1 Description of the design of the micro-fluidic channel. (a) Detailed schematic illustration of a unit cell in a sweat device with a reservoir and three capillary bursting valves. (b) The Young-Laplace equation for calculating the bursting pressures (BP) of the valves. (c) Calculated BP of the three valves and the required parameters for the calculation. Movies of filling (d) the micro reservoirs and (e) the center channel.
S2 Spectra of smartphone LED light with excitation filters (two dark blue transparent filters) (a) and without filter (b).
S3 Excitation and absorption spectra of (a) lucigenin for chloride detection, (b) coroNa green for sodium detection, and (c) zinc detector.
S4 Chemical structures of (a) lucigenin for chloride detection, (b) CoroNa green for sodium detection.
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S5 Variation of the blue light spectra transmitted from excitation filters (two dark blue transparent filters (a), one dark blue transparent filter (b) and light blue transparent filter (c) and the fluorescence images of chloride assays for 5, 20, 40, 60, and 100 mM chloride solutions under each light.
S6 Estimated sweat collection time for each reservoir, including a time delay associated with initiation of sweat.
S7 Effect of white PDMS on fluorescence intensity. (a) Difference of the fluorescence image between white and transparent PDMS devices. (b) Schematic illustrating the reflection of fluorescence by the titanium oxide particles included in the white PDMS. (c) SEM image of a white PDMS.